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How to Know that the Russian Woman Like You or Not?
l
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Every man wants to date a Russian woman. Russian women are considered to be the most hot and sexy
woman in the world. When you have decided to date a Russian woman, try to impress her in any way. The
question arises that if that girl falls for you or not. There are some signs and body gestures through which you
can figure out if she has feelings for you or not. They are described below:
Look Into Her Eyes
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The eyes are the gateway to the heart. Eyes can tell you what actually is in the heart. Eyes can actually tell
you if the girl falls for you. Try to focus on the eyes when you are talking to her. If your girl maintains the eye
contact with you, this is the great sign that she likes you.
She Listens to You
If the girl listens to you carefully and answers to your every question, this means that she is really interested in
what you are talking about. Hence, she is interested in you.
She Has Time for You
When you call her and ask for a date. Observe, if she refuses you or is she is making some excuses like I am
busy or I cannot meet you today, etc. That’s the sign that she is not interested in you at all. If she is really busy
she might have asked you to call later or she can say that I might meet you tomorrow. I am really busy today. If
she is showing positive response for a date hurray!! She is interested in you.
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Summary:
Every man wants to date a Russian woman.
Russian women are considered to be the
most hot and sexy woman in the world.
When you have decided to date a Russian
woman, try to impress her in any way. The
question arises that if that girl falls for you
or not. There are some signs and body
gestures through which you can figure out if
she has feelings for you or not.

More Details

Her Body Gestures Tells You Everything
Women express a lot through her body. If she really likes you she might start giving you clues. Like when you both are
walking, she might rub her arm against you for a while. When you both are sitting and talking, she starts playing with her
hairs. If you both are watching some horror movie together and she accidentally grabs your arm. When you are eating ice
cream and you have put some on your nose and she uses her thumb to clean it.
Meeting Your Family
The final stage is that the girl is ready to meet your family. If yes, then she is the one you can marry. If she is not ready to
meet your parents and make excuses then you should move on.
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